CONFERENCE TABLES
An integral component of Salman's product offering is the creation of original, one-of-a-kind furniture pieces. A conference table can be the signature statement of a company's office, the piece that makes a lasting impression. We work directly with our Clients and their Designers in developing a conference table designed for their unique space.

This process can begin with as little as a napkin sketch, or with a more sophisticated design. We work with our Clients through decisions on functionality, the use of technology, the style and finish of wood, fabrics and hardware.

This brochure presents recent projects, both standard and custom completed for Clients throughout California and neighboring states, each photographed in the actual office environment.
A custom 12’ 0” round conference table with sunburst pattern infield and marble perimeter, mounted on a custom metal table-top support on matching wood veneer cylinders. Top includes four AVT1 Power/Com units, each with matching grain wood flip up tops.

Under-mount power/com units are the ideal solution for specialized veneer patterns, laminates or where the presence of a power/com is to be minimized. Salman offers many such options, all priced with matching wood flip open doors.

Standard Visual Aid Boards include white marker board in the center section and tackboards on both door panels. Visual Aid Boards are available in 36”, 48” and 60” widths x 48” height, and include an integrated marker tray.

The picture at right shows a customized Visual Aid Board where the customer elected to place white board on all three interior sections.
We have an interest in helping our Clients and Designers create a table that perfectly fits a room. Our custom capabilities enable great flexibility in approaching an assignment, allowing us to tailor sizes, finishes and options in responding to the particular needs of a room.

Standard audio-visual units are an easy choice given Salman's wide offering, including:

- **AV1**: Audio Visual Cabinet with pocket doors and hinged doors
- **AV2**: Audio Visual Cabinet with pocket doors and storage drawers
- **AV1M**: Mobile Audio Visual Cabinet with pocket doors, storage drawers and upper DVD shelf
- **AVC**: Teleconference Audio Visual Conference Credenza

Customer or Designer supplied drawings are quickly turned into shop drawings, transitioning concept to product seamlessly.

Custom buffet height credenzas with custom multimedia hutches.
This standard shape has been customized with a figured anigre laminate infield. Supported by a rectangular base at either end and a square base at center, the table features the finely detailed OG3 edge. Power and data are achieved with the TNP21 and IFW1 power grommets, concealed with matching laminate top flip-up doors.

Panel bases provide a thin profile, functional table support. These slender structures allow maximum knee space under the table, and are available in a broad range of aesthetics.

Power is routed through the central pedestal base to each power/com module on the table.
This bowed-end conference table celebrates the Client’s corporate identity with their trademark laser carved in 1/2” polished edge glass. The design concept is further expressed through the Step Oval edge. The table is supported by six cylindrical stainless table bases, and power and data are delivered via two IF155 power/com units. The table is accompanied by a buffet height credenza with four drawers and hinged doors.

The introduction of a special material to a standard product enables the expression of a unique, proprietary look. In this example, incorporating laser etching with inlaid glass enables the expression of a more sophisticated image.

Standard buffet credenzas are available in both 36” and 29” height models. The 36” h model includes 6” h upper box drawers. Both models include a choice of conference table edges on four sides.

Buffet tables are available in 29” and 32” h models with and without drawers.

Flip top power communication units facilitate a clean appearance to the conference table. Salman offers a range of flip-top power/com modules.
This V-Form teleconference table in Natural Maple enables the compact grouping of a meeting, providing clear lines of sight. The round table component is supported by a satin chrome cylinder base with hinged access door. Power and data are supplied via IF11 and IF1 power/com units.

Hinged access doors offer a convenient means to reach power and data connections, and are available in a wide variety of styles.

Pedestal bases function as primary power access to the table, and are offered in a broad array of design styles.
This step bow 2 piece conference table in Natural Maple incorporates the rounded BU3 edge and two IF1 power/com units with stainless steel covers. It features a black inlay tracing the table perimeter (also available in chrome), and is supported by six satin chrome cylinders.

Metal conference table legs are available in satin chrome or polished chrome, as well as matte black. The choice of leg design allows the designer to express a specific style or characteristic, or to harmonize with architectural details or finishes in the space.
IN-OFFICE CONFERENCING

For conference requirements where a dedicated conference room is not available, these various scaled conference tables can function within an open space area or within an enclosed office.

Smaller conference tables can be scaled by a variety of modestly sized base units.

Large scale, rectangular conference table with box pattern diamond veneer in custom finish and bullnose edge, supported by three square table bases with base reveals.

Large scale race track conference table in Natural Maple resting on three cylindrical bases in matching veneer.

This standard round table with bullnose edge rests on an 18” cylinder, and provides a compact solution.

At an intermediate scale, this boat shaped table with bullnose edge rests on panel bases.

A standard form racetrack conference table can further express the radius form with half round table bases at either end.
TRADITIONAL TABLES

Tables in traditional styles are enduring in popularity. They express traditional design styling, and prove highly adaptable when placed with other furniture styles. Our tables address a broad range of style, scale and functionality.

This exceptionally large three piece traditional table is 25’ x 5’ in size and supported by five square bases with picture molding and bottom trim.

This round traditional table features one Queen Anne Cabriole base, and a top with sunburst veneer pattern.

This traditional table features two Queen Anne Cabriole bases. The top features a diamond veneer pattern with a polished brass metal grommet for wire management.
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STANDARD TABLE TOP SHAPES

- Round
- Square
- Square w/ Radius Corners
- Racetrack
- Boat
- Bow End
- Ellipse
- Round
- Step Bow
- Rectangle
- Rectangle w/ Radius Corners
- Round/V-table
- Tele-Conference
- V-table
- Tele-Conference
- Tapered
- Tele-Conference

SPECIALIZED VENEER PATTERNS

- Box Pattern
- Diamond Pattern
- Reverse Diamond
- Basket Weave
- Sunburst

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Two piece tables are made with hardwood splines to ensure a uniform and tight joint.

If required, Salman is glad to provide CAD drawings to indicate the locations of base centers for core drilling and location of power.

In most cases bases are connected with 3” h x 1-1/2” thick solid wood stretcher rails. This provides substantial rigidity to our bases as well as support for our tops. Stretcher rails are doweled and glued into your choice of bases. All bases include adjustable glides.
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